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(57) Abstract: Apparatus for packaging dosed
5 quantities of solid drug portions comprising

moving collecting containers and an ancillary
-- dosing station An apparatus for packaging

dosed quantities of solid drug portions com-
prises a plurality of storage containers each stor-
ing a plurality of drug portions and having a

55b dosing means for dispensing first dosed quantit-
ies of drug portions, a plurality of moving col-
lecting containers for collecting drug portions
and for outputting the collected drug portions to

57 a packaging station, and guiding means for
guiding the drug portions dispensed by the dos-
ing means to the collecting containers. The ap-
paratus comprises an ancillary dosing station (5)
for delivering second dosed quantities of drug
portions to the collecting containers, and trans-
port means for moving the collecting containers

58 between at least one first location at which the

Fig. 7 collecting containers receive the drug portions
from the guiding means, at least one second loc-
ation at which the collecting containers receive

oa54b the drug portions from the ancillary dosing sta-
55a tion (5), and at least one third location at which

the collecting containers output the collected
o drug portions to the packaging station, the col-

lecting containers being moved along a predetermined path.
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Apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid drug portions

comprising moving collecting containers and an

ancillary dosing station

5 The present invention relates to an apparatus for packaging

dosed quantities of solid drug portions, the apparatus

comprising a plurality of storage containers each storing a

plurality of solid drug portions and having a dosing means for

dispensing first dosed quantities of solid drug portions, a

10 plurality of collecting containers for collecting solid drug

portions and for outputting the collected drug portions to a

packaging station, guiding means for guiding the solid drug

portions dispensed by the dosing means to one of the collecting

containers, and an ancillary dosing station for delivering

15 second dosed quantities of solid drug portions to the collecting

containers, the ancillary dosing station comprising a plurality

of buffer receptacles each temporarily holding one or a few

solid drug portions and having a delivery means for outputting

the held solid drug portion(s).

20 Such an apparatus is known from EP 1 433 457 Al. The

document describes a medicine supply apparatus comprising a

plurality of storage containers (tablet cases comprising a drive

base and a container) each storing a plurality of solid drug

portions and having a dosing means (in the drive base) for

25 dispensing dosed quantities of solid drug portions. Two

collecting containers are formed by two shutters. Each shutter

receives the solid drug portions from one half of the storage

containers and outputs the drug portions to a hopper which

passes the drug portions to a packing station. The guiding means

30 for guiding the solid drug portions dispensed by the dosing

means to one of the two collecting containers are formed by

vertical chutes formed by gaps between two shelves of storage

containers. An ancillary dosing station for delivering second
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dosed quantities of solid drug portions is provided. The

ancillary dosing station (called the medicine feeder) comprises

a plurality of buffer receptacles (called reception

compartments) each temporarily holding one solid drug portion or

5 a few solid drug portions and having a delivery means for

discharging the held solid drug portion(s) directly to the

hopper.

It is usually advantageous to package dosed quantities of

solid drug portions, such as tablets, capsules, caplets and

10 pills, in bags, pouches or other types of packaging, wherein the

drug portions in each bag are packed separately per ingestion,

wherein the bag is provided with user information, such as the

day and time of day the drug portions have to be taken. The bags

for a user are typically attached to each other and supplied

15 rolled up in a dispenser box.

The filling of individual packages with dosed quantities of

solid drug portions (batches) is increasingly being automated. A

known system for dosing solid medicines for final packaging in

individual packages (such as the system known from EP 1 433 457

20 Al) comprises a plurality of supply containers (storage

containers) each filled with a different type of drugs. After

reading or entering a medicine prescription, the supply

containers relevant to the prescription are opened in order to

allow a dosed quantity of solid drug portions (e.g. one tablet

25 or capsule or a small number of tablets or capsules) to drop

into a central fall duct positioned under the outlets of the

supply containers. At the bottom of the fall duct the

selectively released drug portions are collected and forwarded

to and filled in a package, such as a bag or pouch, after which

30 the package is closed. Providing the package with user

information can be realized here prior to or following filling

of the packaging.

The known system does however have several drawbacks. A

significant drawback of the known system is that the filling

35 frequency or rate of the system depends to a considerable extent

on, and is limited by, the (longest) drop time of a drug portion

2
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in the fall duct, whereby the filling frequency of the known

system is limited and cannot be increased. That means that a

filling cycle for a next bag may only start after the filling

cycle for the present bag can be expected to complete, i.e.

5 after expiry of the maximum time expected for a drug portion to

fall from the most distant (highest) supply container along the

fall duct down to the bottom and the packaging. However, owing

to the permanently increasing demand for medicines, there is a

need in practice to provide more packages of dosed quantities of

10 drug portions per unit time.

Dutch application NL2007384 (not yet published) proposes an

improved system for packaging dosed quantities of solid drug

portions, comprising a plurality of dosing stations for

dispensing dosed quantities of solid drug portions, a first

15 endless conveyor belt for moving a plurality of parallel fall

tubes (or fall ducts) coupled to the first conveyor belt along

the dosing stations, wherein each fall tube is adapted to guide

a dosed quantity of drug portions delivered by at least one

supply container, a second endless conveyor belt for moving a

20 plurality of collecting containers coupled to the second

conveyor belt, wherein each collecting container is adapted to

receive drug portions guided through one of the fall tubes, at

least one dispensing and packaging station for transferring drug

portions collected by each collecting container to a package and

25 for closing the packaging. During the time the drug portions are

guided by the fall tubes and fall down to the collecting

containers, the fall-tubes and the collecting containers are

moved in unison. Applying mobile fall tubes and collecting

containers, which in fact function as temporary storage buffers,

30 enables multiple medicine prescriptions to be collected in

parallel (simultaneously) or overlapping instead of serially

(successively), whereby the frequency for filling packages can

be increased substantially. While the dosed quantity of drug

portions drops through a fall tube, the fall tube and an

35 underlying collecting container can be moved in continuous

manner, generally in the direction of one or more following

3



scription generally associated with one user and/or a given date

and time.

The collecting container and a fall tube located above are

not physically connected to each other, since uncoupling of the

5 two components enhances the flexibility of the system. Physical-

ly separating the collecting containers from the fall tubes

makes it possible to guide the collecting containers away from

the fall tubes. In this context the physical length of the sec-

ond conveyor belt is greater than the length of the first con-

10 veyor belt. This makes it possible to guide the collecting con-

tainers along one or more other types of (special) dosing sta-

tions (called ancillary dosing station here) for direct dispens-

ing of drug portions to the collecting containers, i.e. not via

fall tubes. These special dosing stations can advantageously be

15 used for instance when special drug portions, being drug por-

tions which are dosed less frequently, are applied. The Dutch

application proposes an advantageous embodiment wherein each

special dosing station is formed by a supply drawer coupled to a

carrier frame in such a way that the supply drawer can be dis-

20 placed. The use two such drawers is intended, with one supply

drawer positioned above the collecting containers for the pur-

pose of dispensing drug portions, while the other supply drawer

is positioned a greater distance from the collecting containers

to enable refilling thereof. It is advantageous for the purpose

25 of filling that each supply drawer is coupled detachably to the

(same) carrier frame.

An aspect of an embodiment of the disclosure may provide an

apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid drug portions,

whereby said apparatus has an increased filling rate and can

30 dispense additional solid drug portions of an ancillary dosing

station (comprising a plurality of buffer receptacles each tem-

porarily holding one solid drug portion or a few number thereof)

in a flexible manner.

According to one aspect of an embodiment of the present dis-

35 closure there is provided an apparatus for packaging dosed quan-

tities of solid drug portions comprising a plurality of storage

containers each storing a plurality of solid drug portions

4
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According to the invention the apparatus for packaging dosed

quantities of solid drug portions comprises a plurality of

storage containers each storing a plurality of solid drug

portions and having a dosing means for dispensing first dosed

5 quantities of solid drug portions, a plurality of moving

collecting containers for collecting solid drug portions and for

outputting the collected drug portions to a packaging station,

guiding means for guiding the solid drug portions dispensed by

the dosing means to one of the plurality of collecting

10 containers, an ancillary dosing station for delivering second

dosed quantities of solid drug portions to the collecting

containers, transport means for moving the collecting containers

between at least one first location at which the collecting

containers receive the solid drug portions from the guiding

15 means, at least one second location at which the collecting

containers receive the solid drug portions from the ancillary

dosing station and at least one third location at which the

collecting containers output the collected solid drug portions

to the packaging station, the collecting containers being moved

20 along a predetermined path, the ancillary dosing station

comprising a plurality of buffer receptacles, each temporarily

holding one or a few solid drug portions and having a delivering

means for outputting the hold solid drug portion(s) to one of

the collecting containers at the at least one second location

25 during their movement along the predetermined path, and control

means coupled to the transport means and the delivering means of

the buffer receptacles for selectively controlling the

delivering means depending on the positions of the moving

collecting containers so that the solid drug portions

30 temporarily held in the buffer receptacles are output to

selected collecting containers.

The provision of delivering means of the buffer receptacles

that can be selectively controlled by the control means

depending on the positions of the moving collecting containers

35 makes it possible to discharge a buffer receptacle into an

arbitrarily selected collecting container of a plurality of

5
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moving collecting containers so that the special drug portions

can be put alone into a selected collecting container or can be

added to drug portions discharged from the storage containers.

Moreover, multiple drug portions of multiple buffer receptacles

5 can be discharged simultaneously into different collecting

containers.

In one embodiment, the apparatus for packaging dosed

quantities of solid drug portions is characterized in that the

buffer receptacles of the ancillary dosing station are

10 stationary and arranged so that each delivering means can output

the solid drug portions at a specific position above the

predetermined path the collecting containers are moving along,

the control means being configured to trigger a particular

delivering means of the stationary buffer receptacles, if a

15 particular collecting container into which the solid drug

portions is to be delivered is moved below the specific position

of the particular delivering means. Preferably, each delivering

means comprises a closure member at the bottom of the

corresponding stationary buffer receptacle. In a preferred

20 embodiment, the dosing station comprises at least one set of

movable transport buffer receptacles, wherein the moveable

transport buffer receptacles of the set can be moved together

between at least one first position at which the moveable

transport buffer receptacles can be filled and at least one

25 second position at which at least a portion of the moveable

transport buffer receptacles can be unloaded into the stationary

buffer receptacles. In one embodiment the movable transport

buffer receptacles can be moved horizontally between the at

least one first position and the at least one second position.

30 Another preferred development of this embodiment is

characterized in that the predetermined path is a horizontal

linear path, so that the stationary buffer receptacles are

arranged in a linear row above the linear path. This simplifies

the design and allows for the guiding of the moving collecting

35 buffers by a linear rail. Preferably, the movable transport

buffer receptacles of one set are arranged in a matrix of

6
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columns and rows in a horizontal plane, wherein a row of the

moveable transport buffer receptacles is positioned above the

row of the stationary buffer and can be unloaded, if the set of

moveable transport buffer receptacles is moved into one of a

5 number of second positions, the number of second positions

corresponding to the number of receptacles in a column. The

arrangement of the receptacles in rows and columns facilitates

the handling when the receptacles are re-filled.

In one embodiment, the dosing station comprises two sets of

10 movable transport buffer receptacles, wherein on set can be

filled in its first position while the other set can be unloaded

in one of its at least one second positions. This leads to an

increased filling rate, because it avoids waiting for the re-

filling of the transport buffer receptacles after the last

15 transport buffer receptacle has been discharged into the

stationary buffer receptacle.

In another preferred embodiment the dosing station comprises

at least one removable transport tray having a plurality of

compartments, each compartment for receiving one solid drug

20 portion or a small number thereof to be filled into one of the

set of moveable transport buffer receptacles, wherein the

arrangement of the compartments of the transport tray

corresponds to the arrangement of the receptacles of the set of

moveable transport buffer receptacles, whereby the transport

25 tray can be positioned above the set of moveable transport

buffer receptacles positioned at the first position so that each

compartment is positioned above a corresponding receptacle, the

bottom of each compartment comprising a closure member which can

be opened if the tray is positioned above the set of moveable

30 transport buffer receptacles so that the transport buffer

receptacles can be filled. Preferably, a fill docking station is

provided to which the removable transport tray can be coupled,

the fill docking station comprising means for assisting manual

filling of the compartments with the solid drug portions.

35 In preferred embodiments, the guiding means for guiding the

solid drug portions dispensed by the dosing means to one of the

7



least one first location. Preferably, the plurality of storage

containers with their dosing means are arranged in at least one

matrix of rows of vertical columns, each column comprising a

plurality of vertically stacked storage containers, wherein out-

5 put openings of their dosing means are arranged adjacent to cor-

responding input openings in a sidewall of an fall tube when the

moving fall tube is positioned adjacent to the column.

The invention is described hereafter on the basis of pre-

ferred embodiments shown in the figures, wherein:

10 figure 1 is a schematic perspective view of a preferred em-

bodiment of the present invention,

figure 2 is a another schematic perspective view of the em-

bodiment shown in figure 1,

figure 3 is a schematic side view of the embodiment shown in

15 figures 1 and 2,

figure 4 is a schematic perspective view of guiding means

used in the embodiment shown in figures 1 to 3,

figure 5 is a front view of the embodiment shown in figure

1,

20 figure 6 is a top view of the embodiment shown in figure 5,

figure 7 is a perspective view of an ancillary dosing sta-

tion used in the embodiment shown in figure 5, and

figures 8 - 11 are partial views of the ancillary dosing

station shown in figure 7.

25

Figure 1 shows a schematic perspective front view of a pre-

ferred embodiment of the apparatus 1 for packaging dosed quanti-

ties of solid drug portions (e.g. tablets, capsules, caplets and

other types of pills) dispensed from dispensing means of a plu-

30 rality of storage containers 2 and transported to a packaging

station 9 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a corresponding perspective rear view of the embodi-

ment of figure 1. Figure 3 shows a side view of this embodiment.

Apparatus 1 comprises for this purpose a support structure

35 11 (frame) to which a plurality of storage containers 2 (also

called canisters) are connected in stationary, detachable man-

8
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a packaging station 9 according to the present invention. Figure

2 is a corresponding perspective rear view of the embodiment of

figure 1. Figure 3 shows a side view of this embodiment.

Apparatus 1 comprises for this purpose a support structure

5 11 (frame) to which a plurality of storage containers 2 (also

called canisters) are connected in stationary, detachable

manner. Each storage container 2 is adapted here to hold a

supply of a type of drug (pharmaceutical). Different storage

containers 2 will generally hold a supply of a different type of

10 drugs, although it is also possible to envisage frequently-dosed

drugs being held by a plurality of storage containers 2.

The storage containers 2 comprise a detachable part

containing the supply of solid drug portions, and a stationary

part mounted to a frame of the support structure 11. The

15 releasable part of the storage container 2 comprises a housing

and a cover closing the housing. The housing is preferably

manufactured at least partially from a transparent material so

that the degree of filling can be determined without opening the

storage container 2. An outer side of the housing is provided

20 with a receiving space for a tablet or capsule (drug portion)

corresponding to tablets or capsules held in the housing.

Receiving space is covered by means of a transparent cover

element. A person can hereby see immediately with which tablets

or capsules the storage container 2 has to be filled.

25 Accommodated in housing is an axially rotatable individualizing

wheel which is detachably connected to the housing and which is

adapted during axial rotation to separate a single tablet or

single capsule which can subsequently be removed from housing

via an inclined fall guide arranged in the housing and can be

30 transferred via an outlet 22 (see figure 3) to an passage

opening (inlet) 41 (see figure 4) of a fall tube 4.

Individualizing wheel is provided here with a plurality of

receiving spaces for capsules or tablets distributed over the

edge periphery. The size of receiving spaces is adapted to the

35 size of the capsules or tablets to be held in the supply. The

individualizing wheel can be rotated by means of a step motor

9
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also accommodated in the housing. Arranged in the inclined fall

guide is a sensor which can detect the moment at which a capsule

or tablet moves through, and thereby also whether housing has

been emptied. Storage containers 2 are visible from an outer

5 side of apparatus 1 and accessible for possible replenishment.

Housing will generally be provided with multiple LEDs to enable

indication of the current status of storage containers 2, and

particularly in the case that storage containers 2 has to be

replenished or is functioning incorrectly.

10 The majority of the number of applied storage containers 2

are arranged in two matrix structures (of which only a single

matrix structure is shown in figures 1 to 3), which matrix

structures together enclose a part of two first horizontally

running conveyor belts 42 for fall tubes 4. Fall tubes 4 are

15 mounted detachably here on mounting elements 46 forming part of

both first conveyor belts 42. In the shown exemplary embodiment

only a few fall tubes 4 are shown, although in practice each

mounting element 46 will generally be connected to a fall tube

4, whereby the first conveyor belts 42 are provided all the way

20 round with fall tubes 4. The fall tubes 4 are provided with

mating mounting elements 48 for co-action with mounting elements

46 of the two first conveyor belts 42. A particular feature

however of the fall tube 4 shown in figure 4 is that fall tube 4

is provided with an additional central guide element 49 for co-

25 action with a stationary guide 13 which can be attached to

support structure 11, whereby additional stability is imparted

to fall tube 4 and both first conveyor belts 42.

The first conveyor belts 42 are driven by drive wheels 44

which are coupled by means of a vertical shaft 43 to an electric

30 motor 45. In order to be able to counter slippage of conveyor

belts 42 the running surfaces of the drive wheels 44 take a

profiled form. Through driving of the first conveyor belts 42

the fall tubes 4 can be guided along the outlets of the dosing

means of the storage containers 2 arranged in matrix structures

35 for the purpose of receiving dosed quantities of drug portions

dispensed by the dosing means 21. Each fall tube 4 is adapted

10
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here for simultaneous co-action with a plurality of dosing means

21 of storage containers 2 positioned above each other. As can

be seen in figure 4, each fall tube 4 is provided for this

purpose with a number of passage openings (inlets) 41

5 corresponding to the number of storage containers 2 in a

vertical column, with which fall tube 4 will simultaneously co-

act. Fall tube 4 is also provided with several break walls 47

for limiting the maximum length of the free fall of falling drug

portions, in order to limit the falling speed, and thereby limit

10 damage to the falling drug portions (see figure 4). Use is

generally made here of a maximum free-fall length of 20 cm.

Apparatus 1 also comprises a second conveyor belt 74 provided

with mounting elements 75 on which a plurality of collecting

containers 3, also referred to as drug carriages, are detachably

15 mounted. Each mounting element 74 will generally be provided

here with a collecting container 3 adapted for temporary storage

of a dosed quantity of drug portions made up in accordance with

a prescription. Not all collecting container 3 are shown in

figures 1 and 2. In the shown embodiment, the second conveyor

20 belt 74 is coupled mechanically to the first conveyor belts 42

and is also driven by electric motor 45, wherein the direction

of displacement and displacement speed of conveyor belts 42 and

74 are the same. It is moreover advantageous for the first

conveyor belts 42 and the second conveyor belt 74 to be mutually

25 aligned, wherein mounting elements 46 and 75 lie in a

substantially vertical line (directly under each other). The

distance between adjacent mounting elements 46 and 75 amounts to

80 mm, this substantially corresponding to the width of

collecting containers 3, fall tubes 4 and dosing stations 2.

30 Collecting containers 3 are adapted to receive solid drug

portions falling through fall tubes 4. Each fall tube 4 is

provided for this purpose on the bottom with a passage opening

for falling drug portions. For those parts of the transport

route, in which the fall tubes 4 pass the storage containers 2,

35 each collecting container 3 will be positioned here directly

under an associated fall tube 4. In order to be able to prevent

11
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as far as possible sagging of conveyor belts 42 and 74 due to

the weight of respectively fall tubes 4 and collecting

containers 3, conveyor belts 42 are tensioned under a bias of

about 600 N. Conveyor belts 42, 74 are generally manufactured

5 from a relatively strong plastic such as polyamide (nylon).

The collecting containers 3 comprise a mating mounting

element for co-action with the mounting element 75 of the second

conveyor belt 74. In order to increase the stability, the

collecting containers 3 also comprise securing gutters for

10 clamping or at least engaging round the second conveyor belt 74.

An upper side of the collecting containers 3 takes an opened

form and has a funnel-like shape so that it can receive drug

portions falling out of a fall tube 4. An underside of

collecting container 3 is provided with a pivoted closing

15 element provided with an operating tongue via which the closing

element can be rotated to enable opening, and thereby unloading,

of collecting container 3. Collecting containers 3 will

generally be provided with a biasing element, such as a

compression spring, in order to urge closing element in the

20 direction of the position closing the collecting container,

whereby erroneous opening of collecting container 3 can be

prevented.

As shown in the figures 1, 2 and 5, the second conveyor belt

74 is longer than the first conveyor belts 42. The advantage

25 hereof is that collecting containers 3 can be transported

further along and under a special ancillary dosing station 5

(shown in figure 5), preferably formed by drawers, provided with

special - less frequently administered - drug portions, which

special dosing station 5 is adapted for direct delivery of

30 selected drug portions to collecting containers 3, i.e. not via

fall tubes 4.

Collecting containers 3 will then be guided in the direction

of the dispensing and packaging station 9, where the solid drug

portions collected in accordance with prescription are removed

35 from collecting containers 3, wherein the drug portions are

transferred to an opened foil packaging. In packaging station 9

12
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the foil packaging will be successively sealed and provided with

specific (user) information. Packaging station 9 comprises a

foil roll 91 which can be unwound by means of an electric motor,

after which the unwound foil is guided via a plurality of guide

5 rollers in the direction of the collecting containers 3 to be

emptied. Before the foil is transported below a collecting

container 3 for emptying, the foil is provided with a

longitudinal fold, whereby a V-shaped fold is created in which

the drug portions can be received following opening of

10 collecting container 3. The foil can be provided with two

transverse seals and a longitudinal seal to enable complete

sealing of packaging. Applied in making the longitudinal seal is

a heat bar which is pressed against one side of the two foil

parts to be attached to each other, whereby the foil parts fuse

15 together and the longitudinal seal is formed. It is advantageous

here for each heat bar to engage foil via a stationary strip

manufactured from plastic, in particular Teflon, or displaceable

band in order to prevent adhesion of heat bars to the foil. The

transverse seals are also created by two upright rotatable heat

20 bars which co-act with each other and press the foil parts

against each other in realizing a transverse seal. Packaging can

optionally be further provided with a label. Successive packages

(pouches) remain mutually connected in the first instance and

together form a packaging strip 92.

25 The overall control of apparatus 1 is realized by a control

unit 10. The control unit 10 is coupled to the dispensing means

21 of the storage containers 2, the drive motor of the first

conveyor belts 42 and the second conveyor belt 74, a sensor for

detecting the position of the first conveyor belts 42 carrying

30 the fall tubes 4, and the components of the packaging station 9.

Figure 5 shows a front view of the embodiment shown in

figure 1 including the ancillary dosing station 5. Figure 6 is a

top view of the embodiment shown in figure 5. As can be seen,

the ancillary dosing station 5 is located above the second

35 conveyor belt 74 carrying the collecting containers 3, wherein

the dosing station is located in an region where no fall tubes 4

13
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mounted to the first conveyor belts are moved along the storage

containers above the collecting containers 3. As already

mentioned, the second conveyor belt 74 carrying the collecting

containers 3 is longer than the first conveyor belts 42 carrying

5 the fall tubes 4.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the ancillary dosing station 5

comprises two movable sets of transport buffer receptacles

formed by two drawers 55a and 55b. In the embodiment shown, each

drawer 55a, 55b comprises a frame 54a, 54b and four rows 57 and

10 16 columns of receptacles in a horizontal plane. The frames 54a,

54b carrying the receptacles can be moved horizontally to a

withdrawn position at which the receptacles are accessible from

above.

Figures 8 - 11 are partial views of components of the

15 ancillary dosing station shown in figure 7, wherein figure 8

shows a perspective view of a drawer, and figure 9 shows a

perspective view of an intermediate guiding member 61 for

coupling a row of the upper drawer 55a to the row of the

stationary buffer receptacles 51 shown in figures 10 and 11.

20 The transport buffer receptacles of a drawer 55a, 55b can be

moved horizontally so that one row 57 of the transport buffer

receptacles is positioned above the row 50 of stationary buffer

receptacles 51. Each transport buffer receptacle has a bottom

opening which is normally closed. When a row 57 of the transport

25 buffer receptacles is positioned above the row 50 of stationary

buffer receptacles 51, all bottom openings of the receptacles of

one row of the drawer 55a, 55b can be opened simultaneously, so

that all drug portions fall from the transport buffer

receptacles into corresponding stationary buffer receptacles 51.

30 If the upper drawer 55a is positioned above the row 50 of

stationary buffer receptacles 51, an intermediate guiding member

61 (shown in figure 9) is shifted into the gap between the

bottom of the receptacles of the upper drawer 55a and the upper

edge of the row 50 of stationary buffer receptacles 51 in order

35 to guide the falling drug portions.
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tions of the moving collecting containers 3 known by the control

unit 10. Thus, the solid drug portions temporarily held in the

buffer receptacles can be output into selected collecting con-

tainers 3.

5 In the withdrawn position of a drawer 55a, 55b (shown in

figures 6, 7 and 8) a removable transport tray (not shown) can

be laid down on the receptacles of the drawer 55a, 55b. The

transport tray has a plurality of compartments, each compartment

for receiving a solid drug portion or a small number (e.g. 2 to

10 10) of solid drug portions. The number and the arrangement of

the compartments correspond to the number and the arrangement of

the receptacles of the underlying transport buffer. Each com-

partment has a bottom opening which is normally closed. All bot-

tom openings of the compartments of the tray can be opened sim-

15 ultaneously by a manually operated member, so that all drug por-

tions fall from the compartments into corresponding transport

buffer receptacles of the withdrawn drawer 55a, 55b.

The compartments of the tray can be filled manually at a

fill docking station (not shown). The fill docking station pref-

20 erably comprises means that indicate - to an operator filling

the compartments - a selected compartment into which a particu-

lar solid drug portion is to be filled, e.g. by activating an

lamp or LED mounted at to the compartment to be filled or by di-

recting a light beam to the compartment to be filled.

25 It will be understood that the term "comprise" and any of

its derivatives (eg comprises, comprising) as used in this

specification is to be taken to be inclusive of features to

which it refers, and is not meant to exclude the presence of any

additional features unless otherwise stated or implied.

30 The reference to any prior art in this specification is

not, and should not be taken as, an acknowledgement of any form

of suggestion that such prior art forms part of the common gen-

eral knowledge.

It will be apparent that the invention is not limited to the

35 exemplary embodiments shown and described here, but that numer-

ous variants which will be self-evident to the skilled person in

this field are possible within the scope of the appended claims.
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It will be apparent that the invention is not limited to the

exemplary embodiments shown and described here, but that

numerous variants which will be self-evident to the skilled

person in this field are possible within the scope of the

5 appended claims.
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The Claims:

1. An apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid drug

portions, the apparatus comprising:

5 a plurality of storage containers each storing a plurality

of solid drug portions and having a dosing means for dispensing

first dosed quantities of solid drug portions,

a plurality of moving collecting containers for collecting

solid drug portions and for outputting the collected drug por-

10 tions to a packaging station,

guiding means for guiding the solid drug portions dispensed

by the dosing means to one of the plurality of collecting con-

tainers,

an ancillary dosing station for delivering second dosed

15 quantities of solid drug portions to the collecting containers,

transport means for moving the collecting containers between

at least one first location at which the collecting containers

receive the solid drug portions from the guiding means, at least

one second location at which the collecting containers receive

20 the solid drug portions from the ancillary dosing station, and

at least one third location at which the collecting containers

output the collected solid drug portions to the packaging sta-

tion, the collecting containers being moved along a predeter-

mined path,

25 the ancillary dosing station comprising a plurality of buff-

er receptacles each temporarily holding one solid drug portion

or a few solid drug portions and having a delivering means for

outputting the held solid drug portion(s) to one of the collect-

ing containers at one of the at least one second location during

30 their movement along the predetermined path, and

control means coupled to the transport means and the deliv-

ering means of the buffer receptacles for selectively control-

ling the delivering means depending on the positions of the mov-

ing collecting containers so that the solid drug portions tempo-
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rarily held in the buffer receptacles are output to selected

collecting containers.

2. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

5 drug portions according to claim 1, wherein the buffer recepta-

cles of the ancillary dosing station are stationary and arranged

so that each delivering means can output the solid drug portions

at a specific position above the predetermined path along which

the collecting containers are moving, the control means being

10 configured to trigger a particular delivering means of the sta-

tionary buffer receptacles, if a particular collecting container

into which the solid drug portions is to be delivered is moved

below the specific position of the particular delivering means.

15 3. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to claim 2, wherein each delivering

means comprises a closure member at the bottom of the corre-

sponding stationary buffer receptacle.

20 4. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the ancillary

dosing station comprises at least one set of movable transport

buffer receptacles, wherein the moveable transport buffer recep-

tacles of the set can be moved together between at least one

25 first position at which the moveable transport buffer recepta-

cles can be filled and at least one second position at which at

least a portion of the moveable transport buffer receptacles can

be unloaded into the stationary buffer receptacles.

30 5. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to claim 4, wherein the movable

transport buffer receptacles can be moved horizontally between

the at least one first position and the at least one second po-

sition.

35

6. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to claims 4 or 5, wherein the predeter-
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mined path is a horizontal linear path, so that the stationary

buffer receptacles are arranged in a linear row above the linear

path.

5 7. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to claim 6, wherein the movable

transport buffer receptacles of one set are arranged in a matrix

of columns and rows in a horizontal plane, wherein a row of the

moveable transport buffer receptacles is positioned above the

10 row of the stationary buffer receptacles and can be unload, if

the set of moveable transport buffer receptacles is moved into

one of a number of second positions, the number of second posi-

tions corresponding to the number of receptacles in a column.

15 8. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to any of claims 4 to 7, wherein the an-

cillary dosing station comprises two sets of movable transport

buffer receptacles, wherein one set can be filled in its first

position while the other set can be unloaded in one of its at

20 least one second positions.

9. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to any of claims 4 to 8, wherein the an-

cillary dosing station comprises at least one removable

25 transport tray having a plurality of compartments, each compart-

ment for receiving one solid drug portion or a few solid drug

portions to be filled into one of the set of moveable transport

buffer receptacles, wherein the arrangement of the compartments

of the transport tray corresponds to the arrangement of the re-

30 ceptacles of the set of moveable transport buffer receptacles,

whereby the transport tray can be positioned above the set of

moveable transport buffer receptacles positioned at the first

position so that each compartment is positioned above a corre-

sponding receptacle, the bottom of each compartment comprising a

35 closure member which can be opened if the tray is positioned

above the set of moveable transport buffer receptacles so that

the transport buffer receptacles can be filled.
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10. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to claim 9, further comprising a fill

docking station to which the removable transport tray can be

coupled, the fill docking station comprising means for assisting

5 manual filling of the compartments with the solid drug portions.

11. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the

guiding means for guiding the solid drug portions dispensed by

10 the dosing means to one of the plurality of moving collecting

containers comprise a plurality of moving fall tubes, each fall

tube being at least temporarily associated with a collecting

container and being arranged vertically above the associated

collecting container during its movement along the predetermined

15 path at the at least one first location.

12. The apparatus for packaging dosed quantities of solid

drug portions according to claim 11, wherein the plurality of

storage containers with their dosing means are arranged in at

20 least one matrix of rows of vertical columns, each column com-

prising a plurality of vertically stacked storage containers,

wherein output openings of their dosing means are arranged adja-

cent to corresponding input openings in a sidewall of a fall

tube when the moving fall tube is positioned adjacent to the

25 column of storage containers.
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